MAPLE SYSTEMS - PORT B, COM 2
9 PIN D STYLE FEMALE

Soloist
FLYING LEADS

Rx 6
Tx 4
Con. 5

$2 RED
$2 BLK
$2 CLEAR

BACKSHELL

$2-9S CONNECTOR (ECK00781)
BACKSHELL (ECK01021)

CABLE IS ECX474
ADD TYPE 2 LABEL
N.C.
CUT FLUSH AND
COVER WITH
HEATSHRINK
LABEL
WITH
EIA01162

\(\text{SHIELD TERMINATION WITH METALIZED PLASTIC COVERS}\)

10 ft (3.3 FEET)

CUT JACKET OF EACH END OF CABLE BACK 1 1/4”.

\(\text{LABEL INFORMATION}\)

SDM
C01902-10
630B2190-2
REVISION -

TYPE 2 LABEL-EIA113
X = CABLE LENGTH

Soloist RS-232 CABLE,
TO MAPLE OPERATOR TERMINAL
RS-232 9DU-FL